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President’s Address by  
Jim Murray 

The Good Ride 
by Jim Murray 
Better Together – in 2023 

There are a multitude 
of reasons for supporting a 
local car club.  Most have very direct impact on 
your weekly or monthly social life and keeping 
your car running.  Club-wise, we at Green Country 
Triumphs have developed a pretty solid 
knowledge base on the Triumph sports models.  
However, in smaller markets, such as the Tulsa 
metro area, resources can sometimes be limited. 

A national organization can provide a 
bigger picture of the environment.  Just as we 
build a network of resources at the local level, by 
connecting all of the local clubs a national 
organization can build a network of resources at 
the national level.  The visibility provided by a 
national organization opens up the lines of 
communication.  The benefit is that it connects the 
local clubs to each other, and makes connecting 
on an individual basis, person to person across 
the country, much easier.  Collecting local clubs 
into regions helps to provide a framework to 
coordinate inter-club activities, such as regional 
and national conventions.  Events and activities 
are part of the key in maintaining visibility and 
enthusiasm that keeps our cars running. 

Availability of parts is another area where a 
national organization can be beneficial.  A unified 
voice of many calling for specific rare parts is more 
likely to get some positive response than 
fragmented, unfocused calls for assistance to 
disparate suppliers.  Most of our cars are at the 
point where we can keep them running indefinitely 
as long as there is a constant supply of quality 
replacement parts. 

Here in the Midwest, it is not unusual to 
feel ignored or under-appreciated compared to the 
volume of activity and publicity generated by the 
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https://greencountrytriumphs.com/ 

 

Officers and 
Committees 

Jim Murray – President 

Rolf Blom – Vice President 

Art Graves - Member at Large, Car 
Shows, VTR Liaison, Club Contact 

Jan Phillips – Treasurer 

Trish Lindsey – Secretary 

Vacant - Activities 

Jon Wood – Web Master 

John Phillips – Newsletter, Parts, 
Repairs, Appraisals, Membership 

topaztr6@gmail.com 

 

Next Club Meeting  
Tuesday February 21st 

Dinner at 6:00PM 
Meeting at 7:00 PM 

Location: Los Cabos 
300 Riverwalk Terrace, 

Suite 100 in Jenks 

Club Dues Are Due July 1st 

or before of each year to the 
club Treasurer.  Send to: 

Green Country Triumphs, C/O 
Jan Phillips, 5865 E 480 RD., 

Claremore, OK 74019 

https://greencountrytriumphs.com/
mailto:topaztr6@gmail.com
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east and west coasts. However, national clubs like 
can and do provide national coverage for major 
events in our region.  Vintage Triumph Register 
covers all Triumph models, Triumph Register of 
America focus is TR2-4A, 6-Pack Car Club focus 
is TR6 and TR250, Triumph Stag Club USA, and 
Triumph Wedge Owners Association focus is TR7-
8.  

GCT is a Vintage Triumph Register chapter 
affiliate.  Because of this, I encourage all of our 
members to join VTR as well as any of the other 
clubs that support your model(s).  VTR publishes a 
small, but very nice, heavy bond paper, glossy 
magazine 6 times a year under the banner of The 
Vintage Triumph.  I really enjoy reading it cover-to-
cover each month (though I admit, I am a bit 
behind).  I get to find out what is going on with 
other clubs, and other TR owners.  There are 
interesting showcase stories of other members 
and their adventures in the hobby.  I get great 
technical articles.  I get well researched historical 
articles.  They also offer a Traveler’s Assistance 
Program should you have problems during your 
explorations in your TR.  Membership is only 
$35/year.  We drop that in parts with barely a 
thought. 

***** 
I hope everyone found the time to 

participate in Drive Your Triumph Day on February 
10.  Karen & Art Graves and I drove our TRs to 
Cushing to meet with 8 members of COVTR.  We 
had lunch at a nice casual Italian restaurant called 
Godofredo’s Pizzeria and Tap Room.  A good day 
for a drive.  Good food.  Good conversation. A 
good time was had by all!   

 
Vice President’s Article by 
Rolf Blom  

 
Summer of 1963 

continued from January 
Newsletter:  

I left off recounting my 
first summer as a TR owner 
musing about the sharks we 
used to see in the Gulf of Mexico off Mustang 
Island; the Intracoastal Waterway a possible part 
or the shark daily travels; and my car reaching the 

10,000 mile point on the way back from the beach.   
Shown below is the second photograph I made on 
that occasion.      

 
The month of August turned out to be less 

idyllic for my friend Carl and me.  The company we 
were working for, apparently having decided that 
we would be satisfactory long term employees 

sent us out to “the field” for about two weeks to 
learn about acquiring seismic data in exploration 
for oil and gas.  This involved spending at least a 
day with the people involved in all the steps 
needed.  I think these field trips were something  
of a nuisance for the people doing this work, who 
were outside contractors.  We went separately and 
did not stay too long with any particular crew.  I 
would describe the seismic process as follows: 

1. Having completed all the permitting 
process, the first to arrive are the brush cutters 
who clear away any obstacles in the area of the 
planned work.  The land I saw in this phase was 
mostly very flat farmland with occasional water 
runoff gullies filled with scrawny mesquite bushes 
which fortunately could be cleared by machine.  I 
learned to be cautious near mesquite as it can tear 
up clothing easily. 

2. Next were the surveyors who locate 
and mark the shot points and seismic sensor 
locations along the line.  These locations were all 
spaced 110 feet apart, so there were 48 per mile.  
This work was fairly easy apart from the sun and 
heat.  Once again, the land was about perfectly 
flat. So, I did not have a chance to see how they 
managed hilly terrain. 
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3. Then came the drillers with a water 
tank truck with mounted drilling rig.  There was a 
driller who ran the rotary drill and a drillers helper.  
The helper’s job was one of the hardest I ever 
observed anywhere.  It required shoveling out the 
sand and rock spilling into a large pan, so the 
remaining water could be recirculated down the 
drill pipe to come back up with more debris.  Drill 
pipes were about 25’ long so it required about 6 
sections to drill the 150’ deep hole.  When a new 
pipe was added the shoveling stopped for a few 
minutes.  Both the driller and the helper had 
strenuous work but I have always though the 
helper had the worst of it.  There were usually two 
drilling crews involved and somehow the crews 
seemed to improve their morale by seeing how 
much they could get done.  No slackers there for 
sure! 

4. The final steps all took place 
concurrently.  The crew chief and a group of “jug 
hustlers,” set up the recording truck and 25 
seismic recorders in their proper locations at each 
shot point.  Meanwhile, the while the “shooter” 
assembled the explosives and installed these in 
the shot hole, which was then closed by shoveling 
and raking the pile of sand and gravel left behind 
by the drillers.  When these jobs were complete 
the crew chief made certain everyone was in a 
safe position, we all stood still for the shot and the 
following six seconds for the recording.  Then all 
the equipment was moved along to the next shot. 

My first week in the field covered the first 
three steps and took place in the very flat country 
near Corpus Christi; while the second week 
covering the more interesting final steps was 
considerably farther north near Gonzales.  For 
most of that time with I was with the shooter 
whose nickname was “Putt.”  I was actually helpful 
because Putt was a terrible driver when it came to 
driving his pickup through the occasional ditch.  
He would always ease down to the bottom of the 
gully and then mash down the gas pedal to get 
back up the other side.  Often this strategy failed, 
and someone else (often me) either coaxed it out, 
or it had to be towed out.   

The explosive charges used were Dupont 
“Nitamon S” which were in cans about the size of 
a soda can with a hole in the center for a blasting 
cap.  I assumed they were ammonium nitrate 

mixed with some sort of waxy hydrocarbon fuel.  
Each can had threads at the top and bottom with a 
hole in it for a blasting cap.  Several of these cans, 
perhaps 20 or so, were assembled into a long 
cylinder.  Then a prewired blasting cap was 
inserted, and the entire assembly was lowered into 
the hole and covered up.  No one except Putt was 
allowed to handle the blasting caps; however, the 
Nitramon S was quite stable.  I liked the second 
week best.  I enjoyed the significant ground shock 
when the charge was set off, and the rare “hole 
blow” when the sand and gravel shot back out of 
the hole was a great bonus! 

Another finding during the second week 
was that the water in Gonzales was superb.  Every 
bit as good as the Corpus Christi water was bad. 

Later in August my fairly new TR-3B was 
badly damaged by a hit and run driver who hit the 
driver side door, spinning the car around so that I 
ended up facing the other way on a curb.  I gave 
the license number to a policeman, had the car 
towed to the local car dealer and somehow made 
it back to the apartment.  The policeman came by 
the next day and told me that the car had been 
reported stolen.  Fortunately, the car was repaired 
promptly so by September the car was back in 
service. 

Carl, having graduated from the Army 
ROTC program, was due to report to Fort Leonard 
Wood early in October.  In the summer of 1963 
Kennedy was still president and the Vietnam war 
was not as prominent as it would become later.  
Nevertheless, Carl was becoming somewhat 
anxious about that matter as time wore on.  So, he 
too felt that August was not as good as July had 
been.  He did not have any car at that point, so we 
planned a trip to Yellowstone Park to end the 
summer, after which I would drop him off 
somewhere in time to get to the Army.  But that is 
another story… 

 
 

Minutes of the last meeting 
by Secretary Trish Lindsey 

The January 17 meeting was held at the 
White Lion Pub in Tulsa.  We had 13 members 
present.  Two members drove their Triumphs.  
Meeting was called to order at 7:06 pm.  There 
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were no minutes from last month.  The Treasurer’s 
report was given and approved. 

Parts:  John said there was not much going 
on.  He had replaced his head 
lights with LEDs.  Art is 
working on reinstalling the 
wiring harness in Sam's car.  
Jim Murrey said his Triumph is 
running lean, so he is working 
to adjust the fuel flow. 

Shows:  See newsletter 
for dates and locations. 

Activities:  February 10 is Drive your 
Triumph day.  Jim Murray's wife is working on 
plans for a tour of the Gathering Place in Tulsa. 

Old Business:  Name tags were brought 
and worn by members.  Really OLD business - it is 
John's birthday today. 

New Business:  If anyone wants to receive 
newsletters from other clubs, let John know. 

Meeting adjourned at 7:48 
 
 
 
 

Friday February 10 

was Sir John Black’s 

birthday, and in his honor, Triumphs all over 

the world drove, sat in or looked at their Triumph 

automobiles. Members of Green Country Triumph Club 

and Central Oklahoma Vintage Triumph Register met 

in Cushing, Oklahoma. Cushing was chosen as it is just 

about equidistant from both Tulsa and Oklahoma City. 

As the signage proudly displays, Cushing is the 

Pipeline Crossroads of the - not county, not state, not 

country and not continent – but of the World! 

The day started rather bleakly, but by the time 

we reached Cushing the skies were partly sunny and 

were just about clear for the drive back to Tulsa. It 

turned out to be a very nice day for a drive. In Cushing 

we had lunch at Goldford’s, a nice restaurant serving 

pizza, sandwiches and several other Italian dishes. 

 

Figure 1  There was a light turnout for the January meeting.  The 

bangers and mash at the White Lion did not disappoint. 
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Upon returning to Tulsa, Jim and I staged a 

photo op at Buck Atom’s Curio shop on 11th Street. 

Jim asked and was surprised to learn that the clerk was 

unaware of Sir John Black’s birthday. Now she knows! 

I was happy to see 

Greater Ozarks British 

Motoring Club 

(GOBMC) is resuming 

their car show. It will 

now be in Springfield, 

Missouri in June. Also, 

the Kansas City All 

British show has been 

moved back to Labor 

Day weekend. 

  

 

Pictured are Roger Harms, John Gauldin, Art & 

Karen Graves, Jim Murray and John & Donna Barron. 

 

 

Input from Art and Ron 

------------------------------- 

  

Figure 2Figure 2   Ron Pruitt of Ramona, OK on a 40-degree day.  

1975 TR6.  Made for a chilly drive but wasn't too bad after all. 

Figure 3Figure 3My daughter saw this today getting gas. They live 

in Harrogate, England.  Mark Chappell 
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Scheduled Club Activities 
WHEN WHAT WHO 

Feb 10 Drive Your Triumph Day w/COVTR – Cushing Art 

March 17, not 
firm yet 

St. Patrick’s Day Celebration Jan (Health 
Permitting) 

November 4th Guy Fawkes Jan (Health 
Permitting) 

December ? Christmas Party  

 

WHY SHOULD I JOIN VTR? 
VTR works to maximize the enjoyment all of us have when driving a 

Triumph and emphasizes camaraderie and social interaction among 

Triumph owners. As the only North American organization which 

recognizes each and every Triumph model, we hope you’ll want to join us 

as we strive to achieve these goals. 

We also hope you’ll attend either the National or regional gatherings of 

VTR members. These conventions are always fun for attendees, and 

joining a VTR chapter will introduce you to others in your area who 

share your passion for Triumphs. Car shows, rallies, autocrosses, tours, 

vintage racing, and social gatherings are a regular part of the VTR 

scene. 

Won’t you join us? ? https://vintagetriumphregister.org/ 

Your dues provide the following: 
• our award winning, bi-monthly, color-cover magazine, The 

Vintage Triumph 
• free classified advertising in the magazine 
• technical assistance from our vehicle consultants 
• VTR membership card and windshield decal 

 

http://vintagetriumphregister.org/tvt/
http://vintagetriumphregister.org/tvt/
http://vintagetriumphregister.org/vehicle-consultants/
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New Orleans All British Car Day 
Location:  Metairie, Louisiana 
Date:  March 25, 2023 
Web:  http://www.bmcno.org/Current-Car-
Show 
 
VTR South Central Regional Convention 
Location:  Sugar Land, Texas 
Date:  April 19 – 23, 2023 
Web 
http://www.texastriumphregister.org/regionals_202
3 

 
Dallas All British & European Car Day 
Location:  White Rock Lake Park, Dallas, 
Texas 
Date:  May 7, 2023 
Web:  http://www.allbritishcarday.com/ 
 
The Wedge Shop Gathering 
Location: West Dover, Vermont  
Date:  No information for the 2023 show 
https://www.thewedgeshop.com/event-
registration.html 
 
Euro-Expo Car Show 
Location:  Sand Springs, Oklahoma 
Date:  June 9 – 10, 2023 
Web:  http://www.jaguarcluboftulsa.com/ 
 
Kansas City All British Car Day 
Location:  Kansas City, Missouri 
Date:  June 10, 2023 
Web:  
http://www.heartlandallbritish.com/index.html 
 

TRA National Meet 
Location:  Oxford, Ohio 
Date:  June 19 – June 23, 2023 

Web:  
https://www.miamivalleytriumphs.org/tra-2023 
 
 
 
 

Triumphest 
Location:  San Diego, California 
Date:  August 31 – September 3, 2023 
Web:  
http://www.triumphest.org/Triumphest2023/tfest20
23ad.php 
 

6-Pack Trials 
Location:  Indiana, Pennsylvania 
Date:  September 21 – 24, 2023 
Web:  https://forums.6-pack.org/ 
 

VTR National Convention 
Location:  Galena, Illinois 
Date:  September 27 –October 1, 2023 
Web:  https://www.vtr2023.org/ 
 

Texas All British Car Day 
Location:  Round Rock, Texas 
Date:  No information for the 2023 show 
Web:  http://www.txabcd.org/ 
 

British Iron All British Car Day 
Location:  Agri Park, Fayetteville, Arkansas 
Date:  No information for the 2023 show 
Web:  http://www.britishironnwa.org/ 
  

http://www.bmcno.org/Current-Car-Show.
http://www.bmcno.org/Current-Car-Show.
http://www.texastriumphregister.org/regionals_2023
http://www.texastriumphregister.org/regionals_2023
http://www.allbritishcarday.com/
https://www.thewedgeshop.com/event-registration.html
https://www.thewedgeshop.com/event-registration.html
http://www.jaguarcluboftulsa.com/
http://www.heartlandallbritish.com/index.html
about:blank
http://www.triumphest.org/Triumphest2023/tfest2023ad.php
http://www.triumphest.org/Triumphest2023/tfest2023ad.php
https://forums.6-pack.org/
about:blank
http://www.txabcd.org/
http://www.britishironnwa.org/
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My introduction to Triumphs.  I think this picture 
was taken in 1993 not long after I got the 
Pumkin.  This angle shows the damaged rear 
wing apparently from losing the right rear wheel 
from wheel bearing failure.  Check wheel 
bearing and U joint looseness periodically to 
keep the wheels on the cars. 
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I don’t know 
what to say 
about this. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

ALERT: MY LATEST PIKEPASS 

STATEMENT LISTS CHARGES FOR 

DRIVING ON TEXAS ROADS.  I DO NOT 

KNOW HOW COMMON THIS IS BUT I 

HAVE NOT BEEN TO TEXAS AND NONE 

OF MY VEHICLES HAVE.  I SENT IN A 

TROUBLE REPORT TO CORRECT THE 

SITUATION.  I WILL FOLLOW UP IF 

THE ISSUE IS NOT RESOLVED.  CHECK 

YOUR STATEMENTS. 

THE END RESULT WAS THAT I HAD 

ORIGINALLY MADE A TYPO WHEN 

ENTERING THE TAG NUMBER.  IT IS 

FIXED, TURNED OUT TO BE MY FAULT. 
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Greasy Hands Garage North Update 
by John Phillips 

11/30/2022 –Now that the TR8 is 
finished we get this: “Believe it or not, we have 
a pretty good chance of having a white winter 
in the Sooner State with the greatest chance 
of snow predicted for December 21st through 
the 27th. This includes parts of North Texas 
and most of south and central Oklahoma.” 

Today is nice though so I contacted 
Charlie to see if his fuel pump had arrived or 
not.  It had so I headed that direction to help 
get the pump installed and tweak the carbs as 
needed. 

Most of the work went into getting the 
wrong configuration of pump off but the new 
pump went on with only normal difficulty.  After 
that we pumped fuel from the tank to the carbs 
and the car started right up. 

The air filter was off so the linkage was 
loosened to facilitate independent adjustment 
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of each carb.  The idle speed was set first 
then the balancing was done.  Each carb was 
tweaked to get equal speed pretty close to the 
same on each carb. 

Adjustment continued to keep speed 
equal at around 950 RPM while the balance 
was set by moving the air suction tool back 
and forth making small adjustments as 
needed.  Adjusting one up and one down to 
change the setting but not the speed.  It takes 
time and patience but not that much. 

With the balance and idle speed set the 
linkage was tightened so both carbs worked 
as a team.  I think this finishes the refresh of 
the TR6 and Paula is free to drive it as she 
pleases. 

The air fuel mixture was not adjusted at 
this point.  I prefer to lift the air valves to test, 
but read the spark plugs after some driving to 
actually see the results of the adjustment.  So, 
drive the car and read the plugs.  If the color is 
not right, then do an adjustment.  You can 
also determine which carb needs adjustment if 
not both.  Reading the plugs is important. 

12/4/2022 – Dale Smith called to see if 
the shop lift was available and it was so he 
came down to use it.  His truck has a leak and 
he wanted to find it so it could be eliminated. 

It turned out to be a repeat of a 
previously repaired coolant hose connection.  
Since it was professionally done Dale chose to 
take it back to the shop that replaced the hose 
last to have it fixed under warranty. 

Since there was no actual work to be 
done, we had time for a couple of beers and 
some visit time before he left.  He also had 
time to advise me on a home maintenance 
issue then he headed back to Bartlesville. 

12/5/2022 – When I moved Tinkerbell 
off the lift area so that Dale could come in the 
shop, I noticed wet spot under the right front 
section of the car.  Some minor seepage is 
forgivable but why not see if it can be easily 
eliminated and get rid of it. 

The car was raised on the lift for easy 
access to the engine area from underneath.  
Jim Lindsey left a new forehead lite in the 
shop for me to try so it was put in place and 
turned on.  The light had a nice spread and 
covered more area than the one already in the 
shop.   

Looking and feeling of the most suspect 
areas for oil leaks did not have any results or 
evidence of any liquid substance.  Looking 
further upward there was a wet spot where a 
radiator hose was attached to the water pump.  
I was a little relieved to see this issue is a 
simple fix. 

The car was lowered, the bonnet raised 
and the seeping hose clamp tightened with a 
big screwdriver.  I am pretty confident that 
leak is simply eliminated, I hope.  Now for a 
short drive. 

12/6/2022 – Another of the things 
chased for a long time is a rattle from the 
exhaust system.  Today it seemed like a good 
time to look for the cause and hopefully 
eliminate it. 

This time the search began with the car 
on the floor.  From a prone position behind the 
car, it appeared the right side of the exhaust 
was perfectly centered in the space allowed 
for the assembly.  The tail pipe was raised up 
and down and with the wheel and tire not 
holding the muffler and bracket down as it 
would if the car were on the lift, it was 
apparent that the shape of the bracket 
prevented a good grip on the muffler. 

Strap 

reshaped. 
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The result was the muffler was 
bouncing up and down within the holder. 

The lower strap was removed and 
some of the arc of the strap was straightened 
to put pressure on the muffler and eliminate 
the up and down movement causing the rattle.  
The strap was then replaced with washers and 
nuts properly tightened to properly hold the 
muffler from moving.  Perhaps the noise will 
not recur with Tom Harris in the passenger 
seat.  We can hope anyway. 

12/10/2022 – The work above 
eliminated a lot of the exhaust noise that 
made a real racket when there was a 
passenger in that seat but, there was still 
more work to be done to totally end it. 

As you 
can see in the 
picture, the 
metal angled 
posts to which 
the donut is 
attached were 
previously 
covered with 
rubber hose to 
prevent banging 
together.  What 
happened was 
that as they 
rubbed together 
a hole was made 
in each hose so 
that the enclosed 
metal had a 
place for the metal posts to bang against each 
other causing the remaining noise. 

It did not take much to move the hose 
so that the holes were not located in a manner 
to allow metal to touch metal.  I believe now 
the noise is totally gone. 

Later in the day the stuff needed for the 
next task arrived from Amazon.  It is a kit that 
has what is needed to remove old wiper blade 

scratches from the wind screen.  It is too late 
to start today so maybe tomorrow. 

12/12/2022 – Well, still have not started 
the task of polishing the scratches out of the 
TR8 windshield.  But I did finally drive around 
some to see if the rattle is actually gone and it 
appears that it is.  Since it was most 
prominent with a passenger in the other seat 
that part of the test is yet to be completed.  It 
is quieter however. 

12/14/2022 – Follow up on the Sky 
console repair.  It worked perfectly, very 
happy. 

Today the polishing of the windshield 
was begun but not finished.  After about an 
hour I decided that since there was no hurry to 
finish that driving was better than polishing.  I 
did see some positive results though. 

The first picture was a before shot but 
the scratches do not show up well in the 
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picture.  Well obviously, the scratches choose 
to remain invisible.  Sorry about that.  Suffice 
to know that the scratches are less visible 
after the polish process.  A comparison to the 
rest of the windshield leaves me thinking the 
scratches are no more offensive than the rest 

of the glass condition.  In other words, I am 
finished for now.  More later?  Maybe. 

12/18/2022 – Well, today was fun.  
Charlie Brown brought Randy Christian & wife 
Jean to the shop for a test drive in our Sky in 
preparation for purchasing one of their own. 

We talked about a red car in Kansas 
City that was modified to have Lambo doors 
and modifications to the 2.L turbo engine that 
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now produces 450 horsepower.  They plan to 
go look at the car in a few days and perhaps 
purchase it if it appears that the modifications 
were properly done. 

Jean drove my car to see if she thought 
a Sky would be a car that she could drive and 
take to car shows, which is their hobby.  I 
pointed out all the things that irritate me about 
the car then we talked about all the things I 
like about the car. 

The Starbird show on 2/17 is one that 
their club attends as a group with about 30 
cars.  They take multiple cars including 
Charlie’s Cougars and Paula’s freshly painted 
TR6.   

They tried to talk me into joining them 
with our Sky or TR8 or both.  I am thinking 
about it.  Remembering the management of all 
the transportation to and from and other things 
that go with that, I am not really on board yet.  
We shall see.  February 17th - 19th, 
2023 SageNet Center at Expo Square 
Fairgrounds, Tulsa, OK 
(https://www.starbirdcarshows.com/) 

12/19/2022 – Yesterday while the Sky 
was being checked out, we discovered that 
the electric adjusters for the external mirrors 
were not working.  Today I checked the fuse 
and it checked ok.  Just for grins I swapped in 
a new fuse with no change.  Apparently, the 
next trick is to take the door panel off and 
check for power at the switches.  I am not 
ready to do that yet.  Fortunately, the mirrors 
are adjusted correctly for me as they are. 

1/2/2023 – Daniel Boone (Fess Parker) 
used to say, “Be sure your right then go 
ahead”.  I guess he was trying teach us young 
folks a lesson.  It did not take as far as I was 
concerned. 

I bought a new switch to correct my 
mirror problem on the Sky.  A couple of days 
later the door panel was removed and a new 
switch was installed.  Then the panel went 

back on and a test was done to make sure the 
problem was resolved.  Nope! 

Notice above I talked about checking 
for power at the switch.  I skipped this step 
and replaced the switch.  There was no power 
at the switch. 

Back at the fuse, I finally checked for 
power and there was no power to the fuse.  
The fuse and switch were fine, the wiring is 
now suspect.  I decided to get some 
professional assistance and took it back to 
James Brown who fixed the heat/air/steering 
rack since they obviously know a lot more 
than I do.  I will let you know how that turns 
out. 

1/8/2023 – Yesterday for some reason I 
got to thinking about headlights for Tinkerbell.  
Those headlights are dim and improperly 
aimed.  Adjustment had been attempted and 
all of it had been used up but the dim lights hit 
the ground not too far in front of the car. 

The brights were adjusted about the 
right height for the dims.  I did some research 
in the repair manual and the instructions for 
proper adjustment appeared to be within my 
scope of capability.  Now all I need are some 
modern bulbs to increase light intensity. 

First, I checked the LiteZupp web site 
first but the kit offered had a lot of stuff I did 
not need.  I switched to Ebay and found a lot 
of offerings for lights that will fit a TR8 but the 
one that caught my eye was on sale.  The 
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sales tax was $3+ which ran the total to 
$61.66. 

That sounded reasonable so I clicked 
on PayPal to make payment.  I had a bunch of 
reward points from using my credit card too 
much so they were applied to this purchase.  
The end result was the whole purchase cost 
me, no cash, just points, except for $1.02 of 
the tax.  Also, free shipping.  I just think that is 
a heck of a deal for a plug and play set of 
headlights for my car.  $1.02 total. 

When they get here, we will talk about 
the installation and badly needed correct 
aiming adjustment. 

1/10/2023 – For about a year there has 
been a nagging little steering problem that I 
have been trying to figure out.  Moving the 
steering wheel to make minor direction 
changes was affected by a minor seizing up of 
the steering shaft. 

After thinking about it, I assumed that 
there must be a 
bushing causing 
the problem 
because when it 
occurred there 
was a rubbing 
sound as in 
when a bushing 
was rubbing 
against steel and 
needed 
lubrication. 

There was only one bushing known to 
me and that was where the steering shaft 
goes through the floor under the brake pedal.  
It seemed too simple for that to be the 
problem. 

In a “What the heck” moment I sprayed 
the bushing/shaft with some penetrating 
silicone spray to see if I could get lucky.  A 
test drive later and the problem was gone.  No 
noise and no steering issues.  I love it when 
something goes right for a change. 

The old picture used was taken in May 
of 2011 when I installed the bushing while 
doing some work for Kent Clovis before I 
bought the car.  After reflecting on it for a 
while it occurred to me that the coolant bath 
that flooded that area when the heater core 
exploded and bathed that bushing could have 
caused the initial problem.  I hope that never 
happens again. 

1/11/2023 – The new headlights are 
due tomorrow so it is time to take care of 
something that just crosses my mind once in a 
while.  It seems my phone needs to re-paired 
to the Bluetooth system of the Pioneer radio in 
Tinkerbell. 

These days almost any task seems to 
take longer and is more difficult than it used to 
be.  With instruction book for the radio in hand 
the ignition was switched to accessory and the 
process was started. 

No magic here, just set the phone up 
for pairing them start the process on the radio 
to connect the two.  It only took me about four 
tries to complete the process. 

After that the windshield was cleaned 
using Windex and old newspaper which is 
about all I ever use.  With most of the 
scratches gone it looks very presentable. 

The next little task while in the shop 
was to try the electric contact cleaner on my 
hearing aids.  The problem was that they 
would just stop working then required some 
fiddling to re-make contact. 

A cloth was sprayed with the cleaner 
and the plug in was wiped carefully to remove 
any corrosion causing the problem.  The initial 
result is that the contacts have yet to cause 
the units to go dead.  Goody. 
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TR6 Soft Top Folding 

To prevent window damage when top is 
down fold TR6 top as shown.   

 
 
 

 

Products Appropriate for Your Car 
Not the only option but good ones. 

Standard TR6 Tire Size: 215 X 65 X 15 

This web site is terrific for selecting a tire size 

that will work with your speedometer. 

https://www.tacomaworld.com/tirecalc?tires=215

-65r15-205-70r15 

Classic Car Motor Oil 

PennGrade 1, 20W-50 

http://www.classiccarmotoroil.com/  
 

Spin on oil filter sizes: TR6 Wix 51516.   TR8 

WIX 51515 

 

*Coolant: Option 1; Evans Waterless High-

Performance Coolant is specially formulated for 

gasoline engines in classic cars and high-

performance vehicles.  

http://www.evanscooling.com/ 

Coolant: Option 2; Peak anti-freeze, no water. 

 

Transmission: 40 Wt. Non-detergent Motor Oil 

or Gear Oil: GL4 grade which is lower in 

sulphur.  GL5 not recommended 

 

Differential: Red Line Heavy Shockproof Gear 

Oil  

Brake Fluid: Valvoline Synthetic DOT4/5 

 

Spline Lubricant – CV Joint Grease 

 

Star Tron Fuel Additive:  For use with ethanol 

fuel if you have to use it. 

 
Lubrication for front trunnions on TR6 

 

JOHN’S QUICK TIPS 

2. Fold top forward without folding back 

window 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IS2FhnWK6_o&feature=youtu.be 

3. Fold side windows on top without folding side 

windows, tuck top down behind seats, add cover. 

Unsnap the top from the rear bow and beneath each 

side window.  Spread over boot lid. 

https://www.tacomaworld.com/tirecalc?tires=215-65r15-205-70r15
https://www.tacomaworld.com/tirecalc?tires=215-65r15-205-70r15
http://www.classiccarmotoroil.com/
http://www.classiccarmotoroil.com/
http://www.evanscooling.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IS2FhnWK6_o&feature=youtu.be
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What’s on the Web Site 
Seat Belt Refurbish 

Service After Storage 

Rear Wheel Bearing End Float 

Speaker Box Install 

TR6 Wind wings 

Rear Sway Bar Installation 

Triumph Rain Cover 

Flywheel Ring gear rework 

Rebuilding Triumph TR Trans/Overdrive 

Rebuilding Stromberg Carburetors 

TR6 Wiring Diagrams 

How does one know the alternator belt is tight 

enough?  If you can turn the fan/pulley with 

your hand, it is not tight enough.  If you can 

twist the belt 90° or more, your belt is not tight 

enough. 

LESSONS LEARNED 
When using an electronic ignition 
system bypass of the ballast resistor is 
highly recommended.  This resistor is for 
protection of ignition points (which are no 
longer part of the system) and lowers 
voltage to the plugs.  All 12 V are needed. 
Exception: Leave Tach wiring if applicable. 
When diff seals leak, clean the vent.   
Cleaning the vent releases pressure in the 
diff and many times stops leaks. 
Coolant hoses get loose over time. Be 
sure to tighten them periodically. 
The rear hubs on IRS cars are known to 
shear causing the wheel to separate 
from car while moving.  Check by moving 
the raised wheel in the caster/camber 
attitude to check for play.  There should be 
none. 
Thrust bearing end float should be .011” 
max.  Push the crank shaft (fan) 
rearward as far as it will go.  The crank 
should move forward when the clutch is 
depressed.  It should move between .004” 
(0.1016 mm) and .011” (0.2794 mm). 
Find paint codes at PaintRef.com 
Early TR6 Seat Backs Won’t Stay On 
Cause: Straps in seat back are stretched.  

Repair: Remove cover and shorten the 
straps to tight.  Not too hard. 
Gasket Sealant Aviation Grade 
So far found only at NAPA and considered 
best for gasket sealing.  Does not harden. 

  GCT Merchandise 

SEE NEXT TO LAST PAGE 
 

What is your car worth? 

Hagerty  Valuation Tool 

https://www.hagerty.com/valuationtools 

http://www.greencountrytriumphs.org/
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Classified Section 

TR8 WHEELS / Free, no tires.  Fifth wheel now 
being used as spare also included. 
  

Greasy Hands Garage 

North Has Used FREE TR6 

Parts If You Need 

Something 

Structural parts for 

suspension and steering 

Transmissions and a 

Differential 

Windscreen Frames, Some 

with Glass 

Lots of other stuff so if you 

need something for your 

TR6 contact: 

John Phillips at 

topaztr6@gmail.com or 

phone (9l8 527-2629 

Assorted TR3 

& TR4 parts 

Contact: 

Larry* 

cartravel@po

box.com 

DENNY’S PARTS FOR SALE 

Triumph TR3A Parts for Sale 
 
One TR3 wire wheel 15” 
Battery Box 
TR3 Transmission 
New in box tire storage lid, red 
New Muffler, still wrapped in plastic 
Stainless Brake Tubes and fittings 
Chrome Guard and Brackets for exhaust  

 
Mark 1 & 2 Spitfire Parts 1964 & 1966 

Front and rear suspension both left and right side 
3 heaters; 1 works good, other 2 motor bad, one motor good 
Frame for Mark 1 
2 Tappet Covers 
Spitfire Hubcaps, 2 sets small, 3 large 
2 Doors off 1966 Spit, complete with windows 
2 Rear Ends 
Electric Fan 
Gas Tank, complete with fill cup, Chrome 
4 Wheels with good tire, 1 extra wheel 
Drive Shaft 
2 Steering Wheels, 1 original, 1- 13” 
1966 Steering Column 
1966 Radiator with Horns and Water Bottle 
Sway Bar 
1200cc Engine Complete except exhaust & carburetor 
1200cc Engine Block, Head and Oil Pan 

 
deugenerobinson@icloud.com 

 
The club still has about 
seven (7) stainless steel 
grill badges left if anyone 
wants one.  Remaining 
stock goes for $10.00 
each. 

 

(918) 346-0900 
deugenerobinson
@icloud.com 

mailto:topaztr6@gmail.com
mailto:deugenerobinson@icloud.com
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  Land's End Merchandise & Club Logo 
Inbox x 

 
Art Graves 
 

  

to me, Rob, Dennis 

 
 

Hi John, Rob & Denny, 
  
Please review my message below and set up your own accounts with Land’s End. If all 
looks good, John, please distribute to the 
club. 
  
Thanks, 
Art 
  
Green Country Triumph Club Members, 
As a result of some discussion at the June business 

meeting, I have taken steps to make available shirts 

and hats with our club logo using Land’s End as the 

retailer. Actually, you can get almost anything 

embroidered with our club logo from Land’s End. 

(Even pajamas, as I half-jokingly stated at the 

meeting.) 

Each member can order as many items as desired; 

we do not have to make a bulk order. 

To do this, log in to Land’s End using this link: https://business.landsend.com/ . In the top right corner 

click on the “MY ACCOUNT” icon to create or sign in in to your account. You must have an account to 

order merchandise. Once you have an account, click on your “name” icon, located in the same place as 

the “MY ACCOUNT” icon, and select ‘My Logos’. Then click on “ASSOCIATE A LOGO TO MY ACCOUNT”. 

Enter Logo Reference Number ”1617508” and Customer Number “4853648” and click “ADD TO 

LIBRARY”. 

Now that you have an account and the club’s logo associated to it, ‘Commence to shopping’, as Jed 

Clampett would say. The charge to add the logo to any garment is $6.95, so a $50.00 pajama bottom 

with our logo will cost you $56.95. 

The logo size is 3.5” X 3.22”. The colors of the stitching may be changed at any time for any color fabric. 

For example, if the fabric were black, the Oklahoma outline could be made white. This example shows 

the logo on a light blue garment. 

I believe Land’s End products are of high quality and are priced accordingly. However they are forever 

having sales, promotions offering to add a logo at no charge and free shipping. 

Cheers, 

GCT Merchandise 

Visit the Cafe Press store to 

shop for Green Country 

Triumphs apparel and 

merchandise 
https://www.cafepress.com/greencountrytriumphs 
 

https://www.cafepress.com/greencountrytriumphs
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